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It’s quite rare to find the combination of truth teller, confidante, and easy 
laugh in one person, but Drenda Keesee brings it, which is why she is 
beloved by so many, including me.

—Anita Renfroe 
Comedian and author

Anyone with a family knows how challenging it can be. Drenda brings 
such a fun and fresh perspective on how to do life with family well.

—Lisa Bevere 
Co-founder, Messenger International; best-selling author

The Keesee family is precious to me. They have trained their children to be 
godly and loving, and that’s the way our families should be.

—Dodie Osteen 
Co-founder, Lakewood Church

You can tell a lot about a couple by looking at their family, and the Keesee 
family is a true testament to that. Not only do Gary and Drenda’s children 
love to spend time with their parents, they are also heavily involved in their 
ministry—they don’t just have fun together, they work together. Through 
their effective parenting, they have built a strong family model for their 
community.

—Tina Konkin 
Co-founder, R3 Lifeline; relationship counselor

I have known Gary and Drenda Keesee and their family for sixteen years 
now. They have been forerunners in the area of family and have done family 
well. Their ministry has spanned into a global ministry encouraging others 
to do family God’s way. This book is timely and vital; read it and then let 
it change you!

—Leif Hetland 
Author, Seeing Through Heaven’s Eyes



Jesus said, “You will know them by their fruit” (see Matthew 7:20), and 
Gary and Drenda have demonstrated such good fruit in the lives of their 
own children. In the midst of a secular society that continually degrades 
what the family is all about, it’s clear to see that the godly upbringing and 
standards by which they raised their children should be used as a shining 
light example for the whole world to see. The proof is in the pudding.

—Andrew Ironside 
Lecturer and trainer, Hillsong Leadership College

Drenda is one of the most empathetic yet fun parents we know. She has the 
joy of the Lord on her even when family life does not look so joyful. You 
will learn about effective family ground rules that work.

—Mary Hudson 
Author, Joyful Parent = Happy Home
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FOREWORD 
 

John and Lisa Bevere

Lisa: Men and women were never meant to compete with each other…
they were always designed to complement one another. I wish I had known 
this truth in the early years of my marriage to John. Those first few years 
were harder than they needed to be. How sad!

John: I also wish I had known this truth early in our marriage. I would 
frequently throw out the “submission” card, attempting to enforce my 
position and authority. This did not go well with Lisa—and rightfully so! 
We’re both strong-willed and passionate people. I can’t forget to mention 
that we’re both Italian—and neither of us enjoys being trampled upon. 

Lisa: Things shifted when John began to view me differently. He 
began to express, “Lisa, I’m the leader…but I can’t do this without you.” 
Submission, an often-misrepresented word, says we are two people under 
the same mission. John and I realized we were two people under the same 
mission, who needed each other. We are allies, not enemies. 

John: The reality is, we all have missions in life. Lisa and I have a mis-
sion as a couple, as parents, and as grandparents—and please, for clarity, 
we like to be referred to as G-Daddy and G-Momma! The world will know 
Jesus is real when we love and work well with one another. This should be 
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the joint goal of all men and women, whatever their season or occupation. 
Let’s face it, aren’t we all (not just men) ministers of reconciliation—God’s 
ambassadors to the lost? (See 2 Corinthians 5:19–20.) God uses us to per-
suade men and women to drop their differences and enter into God’s work 
of making things right between them. 

Lisa: John and I have a goal that every year, our marriage grows in love, 
respect, and honor—and by the time we take a final breath, we will be more 
in love than the day we met. We have a mission to raise children who will 
glorify God with their lives. We have a mission as G-parents and leaders to 
position others to go farther than we’ve gone ourselves. 

John: Submission is about two people becoming better together than 
they could’ve ever been on their own. Each of us has contributions that 
add value and strength to one another. Both Lisa and I have witnessed our 
marriage flourish when we’ve dropped our differences and united around 
our strengths. The same can happen for you!

Lisa: Yes! John and I know very well from experience that Nasty Gets 
Us Nowhere! That’s why we are thrilled that our dear friend Drenda has 
written this book. Whether it’s spouses, family members, or coworkers, 
men and women can succeed together! The truths found in this message 
will provide you with the tools you need to build a healthy and thriving 
marriage so you can stop competing and begin complementing one another. 

We’re truly better together!

—John and Lisa Bevere 
Best-selling authors  

Co-founders, Messenger International 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Gary Keesee

It is an honor and a privilege to be asked to contribute to Drenda’s new 
book, Nasty Gets Us Nowhere. Drenda and I have been married and work-
ing together for the last thirty-eight years, and the results have been amaz-
ing! We have rarely spent a day apart over that time period and have learned 
how to use our differences as an advantage and strength in any situation. 
I need Drenda and she needs me; together, we have found that men and 
women working together is the winning combination that God designed.

Unfortunately, we live in a culture that is doing all it can to redefine 
family, marriage, and even gender. The results of such foolishness can be 
predicted and are playing out before our eyes with tragic consequences. 
Drenda tackles these politically charged topics head-on with statistics and 
data to back up her analysis as well as her own journey through the haze of 
feminism and abortion that she went through in her younger years. She is 
now on a mission to dispel the lies and help both men and women find out 
who they really are. 

Today, Drenda is a very successful business owner, a television person-
ality on her own daily TV broadcast, Drenda, and a sought-out speaker 
and life coach. You will find her candor entertaining as well as riveting as 
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she speaks from her experience and heart to today’s generation. Drenda’s 
enthusiastic zeal for life has earned her the nickname “Miss Sure You 
Can.” And whether you are a man or woman, young or old, you will find 
that Nasty Gets Us Nowhere: Women and Men Succeeding Together inspires 
and answers many questions of the day.

Drenda’s passion is to see you live the good life, the happy life that God 
has designed for you to live. She wants you to know that it is not too late for 
you no matter where you find yourself today. And I know that if she ever 
had the chance to meet you in person, she would look you in the eye with a 
smile and say, “Sure you can!”

—Gary Keesee
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1

IS THIS THE END?

I looked in disgust at my reflection in the mirror as tears streamed down 
my cheeks. My dad was right; I have a nose like a banana, I thought, remem-
bering something my father said to tease me. Who could ever love me?

My blonde hair was cut short, so short it 
barely covered my ears. I had a gray tie hung 
around my neck, not because it was part of 
my high school uniform or just fashionable, 
but because I was making a statement. 

That’s what a strong woman looked like. 
And I was a strong woman.

As I studied the stranger in the mirror, 
a surge of what I can only describe as pure 
self-hatred ran through my body. 

“I hate you, I hate you, I hate you!” I 
screamed at the teary-eyed reflection staring 
back at me. 

I watched the pain darken my eyes as I felt the words jab like a knife; 
a feeling of worthlessness crept into every inch of my body. I was angry. I 
was tired of not being good enough. I was done competing with everyone. 
It seemed that no matter how hard I tried, no matter how hard I worked, 
it was never enough. 
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I was never enough.

Every day, I was trying so hard underneath my tough act—to win 
people’s approval, to be loved, to feel like I had finally done enough to be 
worth something. There was nothing I could do to erase my flaws, but my 
achievements felt like a bandage I could put over them. As a result, I was 
constantly trying to achieve more. In high school, my classmates voted 
me “Most Likely to Succeed” and class president. If there was a group I 
could excel in, I was there. I was in a special honor student class and prided 
myself on being the best of the best.

But I knew I was running… from my hurt, from people, from rejection. 

I was a different sort of addict. I kept medicating the pain I felt with 
accomplishments, but when it was just me, the fear and feelings of worth-
lessness always came rushing back. 

I remember making a pact with myself as a young girl. “You’re not 
pretty, so you’re going to be smart,” I promised. “You’ll work harder than 
everyone else so people can see that you’re worth something.” 

In my late teens, I found myself having a severe emotional breakdown 
from the intense stress I put on myself. When boys began to show an inter-
est in me, that same insecurity led to heartbreak, and I hardened my heart 
more and more toward the male species.

Soon, I had developed a very unhealthy approach to life: Hurt people, 
namely men, before they hurt me. 

I sat crying in an abortion clinic one day, making a decision I never 
imagined making in my wildest dreams. When I found out I was pregnant, 
the fear, guilt, and disappointment that welled up in me were unbearable. 
I had plans. I had goals. I didn’t want to be a mother ever, let alone as a 
teenager. 

The counselor told me that my decision would make everything better, 
that it would give me my old life back, that it was just an inconvenient blob 
of tissue—but it didn’t, it didn’t, and it wasn’t!

Things got worse. 

So much worse.
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IT WAS ALL A LIE

That’s when I realized I had been sold a lie. Actually, a pack of lies—
lies about what it meant to be a woman, what it meant to be happy, and 
what it meant to be successful. Lies from our culture, from my teachers, 
and, worst of all, from myself… 

But I couldn’t lie anymore.

My excuses had been ripped away and everything I had spent years 
fighting for was suddenly laid bare before me in all of its brokenness. 

I sat on my bed, wrecked, contemplating the two decisions that had 
been rolling around in my head for days.... 

I could kill myself. 

Or I could pick myself up, dust myself off, and try to find the truth 
about happiness, about men and women, and about life. 

ARE WE LEANING IN OR LEANING ON?

I was in Washington, D.C., for a political dinner a few years ago and 
there happened to be a large, very heated women’s march going on at the 
same time. Women were crowding into the streets, shouting that they were 
nasty women and waving pro-abortion signs. Some even wore hats shaped 
like… well, vaginas. They were a sight to behold.

(As a side note, if at any point in your life you end up with a vagina-shaped 
hat on your head, something has gone terribly wrong!)

I couldn’t help but reflect on my own journey out of the feminist move-
ment and how far God had brought me from the broken, suicidal young 
girl who swore she would never get married or have children. I now walked 
hand-in-hand with my husband, who was and is one of the greatest joys in 
my life. I smiled up at him as I thought about my five other joys back home 
in Ohio—our children. 

Praise God for the incredible work He has done in my life!

As my husband, Gary, and I walked to lunch during our stay in 
Washington, I passed three women who were a part of the protest. They 
wore shirts that read “NASTY WOMEN” in large letters. 
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I stopped for a moment, unable to resist starting a conversation with 
them. “Why do you want to call yourselves nasty women?” I asked. 

Their answers were dripping with bitterness toward men—a senti-
ment I couldn’t judge because I was once in their shoes. In fact, I have no 
doubt I would have been leading the way at that very march, proclaiming 
abortion and man-hating were the answers…

If not for the fact that those lies almost destroyed my life. There, but for 
the grace of God…

BUT WHAT’S TRULY NASTY…

After listening politely to them, I commented, “Some would say that 
demanding the right to take the lives of our own children, including fellow 
women, by the hundreds of thousands is a nasty business. What would you 
say to them?”

It must have struck a chord. The women stuttered to answer and 
almost seemed to soften before turning cold again. Then they claimed that 
birth control had decreased the abortion rate. 

By a percentage or two, the margin of error? I thought. 

I had to move on, but I knew our encounter was purposeful. The 
woman who was about thirty years younger than her leader looked to the 
older woman as if to ask the same question. Sadly, younger women seeking 
the approval of what they think are supposedly strong women are getting 
their answers from self-proclaimed nasty women. I was there. They aren’t 
answers but distractions.

Less murder is still murder. The Guttmacher Institute reports, “In 
2014, about half (51%) of abortion patients in the United States reported 
that they had used a contraceptive method in the month they became preg-
nant.”1 The simple truth is, no matter how many people believe or speak a 
lie, it doesn’t make it any truer. It’s easy to accept the messages we hear so 
often in the media as our truth, but we have to ask our own questions.

1. www.guttmacher.org/news-release/2018/about-half-us-abortion-patients-report-using-
contraception-month-they-became.
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Statistically, today women have more rights and freedoms than ever, 
but they are less happy than at any time in measured history.2 Please don’t 
misunderstand me; I am pro-women’s right to equality. The feminist move-
ment, which was once founded on seemingly good intentions, is no longer 
about equality in work, pay, or choices. It’s about the choice to become “like 
men”—to discount the distinct DNA and masterminded purpose God 
has placed in each of us and demand the right to destroy another human 
being’s life in the name of choice.

MEN AND WOMEN ARE EQUAL, BUT WE’RE NOT THE SAME,  
NOR WERE WE CRE ATED TO BE.

We’ve confused equality with being the same. Men and women are 
equal, but we’re not the same, nor were we created to be.

So, let me ask you...

• Have women truly leaned in and advanced in life, or have we just 
stopped leaning on the right source and lost all meaning for life in the 
process?

• In the pursuit of becoming the same, have we lost what truly made us 
shine?

• Is it possible to be accomplished, intelligent, impactful, and be a woman 
who’s not nasty? 

• Do women have to become nasty to get what we want? And wouldn’t 
that make our attitudes just as abhorrent as those we supposedly per-
ceive in men and criticize? 

• Is it possible for men and women to get along? 

• Is motherhood a demeaning position in life, to be prioritized as the 
least impactful calling and vocation? Do we no longer believe “the hand 
that rocks the cradle is the hand that rules the world”?

2. Arianna Huffington, “The Sad, Shocking Truth About How Women Are Feeling,” 
November 17, 2011; www.huffpost.com/entry/the-sad-shocking-truth-ab_b_290021. 
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• Where are the men in all of this? Have they gone into hiding or taken 
on nastier roles to counter women?

Many years ago, two women forever changed the world when they 
went after a plan to better their lives. One chose to base that plan on God’s 
design for her. The other listened to a different voice, a voice that subverted 
leadership and offered a plan that questioned God and rebelled against 
Him.

T WO WOMEN FORE VER CHANGED THE WORLD. ONE L ISTENED TO THE ENEMY,  
WHILE THE OTHER L ISTENED TO GOD.

The choices of these two women affected eternity. 

At the time, when the world was new, Eve must have believed that the 
voice she heard would bring her and her children a better future. Disguised 
as a snake, crafty Satan told her that if she ate from the forbidden tree 
“your eyes will be opened, and you will be like God, knowing good and evil” 
(Genesis 3:5). Eve had no idea what evil was, but it sounded good at the 
time. The results were painful—and nasty.

The other woman was Mary, who let her life be used by God for His 
glory. Told by an angel that she would bear the Son of God, she said, 
“Behold, I am the servant of the Lord; let it be to me according to your word” 
(Luke 1:38 esv). Her desire to follow God and “lean on” His everlasting 
arms changed her life, her family, and the world forever. 

One woman was deceived by the enemy, and her decision changed 
both the spiritual and physical realms. The other woman listened to God’s 
messenger and changed both realms for His glory. She brought forth life! 

As men and women, we have been given the spiritual capacity to impact 
and shape not only our own lives, but also the lives of other eternal beings. 
Our choices will ring throughout eternity. Will we live in pursuit of self-
will… or God’s will?


